Cap is worn with mortar board level with floor, not tilted back.

Elastic of cap is at the BACK OF THE HEAD.

Tassel is on wearer’s RIGHT

Stoles are worn over shoulders. SIE stoles are worn on TOP of any other stole.

Hood is worn on RIGHT arm, with colored velvet at the elbow and curve of hood away from the body.

At “Line-up” you will be given a card with your name and degree information. You must keep this with you at all times.

Dress - shoes are worn. Women may wear heels or flats (choose footwear that you can walk comfortably in).

Clothing worn under robes:

Students are asked to wear business-appropriate attire under their robes. Men will typically wear collared shirt with tie and dress slacks. Women may wear skirts or dresses as desired. There is no requirement for the colors of clothing worn under the gown. Light-weight clothing is recommended.